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KINEIS,

a new key player in the New Space Race, 

is launching the first European constellation 

of nanosatellites.

Global connectivity (IoT) is now  

at your fingertips.

PRESS  
RELEASE

The Kinéis constellation
of 20 nanosatellites will be dedicated
to the Internet of Things



CONNECTED OBJECTS ARE BOOMING: 
WE NEED TO MOVE FROM LIMITED TO AFFORDABLE 

GLOBAL COVERAGE

With connected watches, cars and now even houses, the time has come for the 
IoT (Internet of Things) revolution. According to a study published by CISCO, 
by 2020 there will be more than 30 billion connected objects in the world. This 
unprecedented development will transform the world economy. Currently, 90% 
of the world is either not network-connected, or connected but prohibitively 
expensive. Furthermore, today’s IoT offer is difficult to use. Yet the needs exist 
now: how do you find a lost container? Or a container is transporting perishable 
goods: how do you remotely control its temperature? A traditional fishing boat 
suffers engine failure: how do you send out an SOS call? How do you track it down 
to offer assistance? A hiker in Nepal wants to share his trip with his friends and 
family in real time: how can he post his route? 
Logistics, fishing, agriculture and outdoor recreation are all sectors seeking 
affordable global connectivity! The Kineis constellation will be in orbit by 2021.

KINEIS: A UNIQUE CONSTELLATION TAILORED TO IOT NEEDS

To address these issues and facilitate the use of this technology, CLS is expanding 
and has created Kineis, with CNES’s support. 
“With French excellence in space, the unfailing support of CNES, and key accounts 
who will be participating in a future round table, we decided to create Kineis to 
make satellite geolocation and data collection accessible to as many people as 
possible.”  -- Christophe Vassal, Chairman of the CLS Executive Board
“Kineis is a satellite operator that will provide unique, universal connectivity fully 
dedicated to the IoT industry. Any object fitted with a Kineis modem can be located 
and transmit data wherever it is, whatever the conditions. Kineis connectivity is 
simple to integrate into third-party devices, consumes very little power and is 
reliable. All this will be available at a very competitive price, making it accessible to 
as many people as possible, so Kineis will very soon be locating and collecting data 
from several million connected objects, in real or near-real time. The company will 
become the natural partner for all entrepreneurs seeking to offer their customers 
an inexpensive satellite-based Internet of Things.”  -- Alexandre Tisserant, Kineis 
Project Leader
Kineis connectivity draws on a new innovative satellite constellation of 20 
nanosatellites with a new communication technology tailor-made for connected 
objects. CLS has entrusted the development of this constellation to Thales Alenia 
Space for the prime contractor of the complete system, which will rely on Nexeya 
for the fabrication of nanosatellite platforms and Syrlinks for its support in the 
design and construction of the instrument. The constellation will be in orbit in 2021.
“We are extremely proud to be able to bring our expertise to the development of this 
major project both for our company but also for our subcontractors and partners. It 
is the result of successful collaboration between CLS, Nexeya, Syrlinks and Thales 
Alenia Space rooted in Thales Alenia Space’s long-standing involvement in the 
ARGOS programme and the French Space Agency’s Angels/Argos NEO nanosatellite 
project, which has lent credibility to an innovative system approach based on a 
very reliable, high-performance nanosat constellation,” said Jean Loïc Galle, 
CEO of Thales Alenia Space. “We are also delighted to bring our solution derived 
from Meolut-NEXT, certified in 2016 and operational since December 2017. It was 
a prize-winner in the ‘Humanitarian achievement’ category of the Better Satellite 
World Awards organised by Space & Satellite Professionals International (SSPI),” 
he added.

WITH THE SUPPORT OF 
CNES, CLS (COLLECTE 
LOCALISATION SATELLITES) 
IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE 
THE CREATION OF A NEW 
SUBSIDIARY: KINEIS. 

By 2030, Kineis plans to 
connect several million objects 
around the globe, becoming a 
leader in the new space race. 
New Space companies and the 
general public alike will have 
access to a global satellite 
location and connectivity 
service that is both easy 
to use and very affordable. 
This connectivity is being 
offered by an unprecedented 
constellation of nanosatellites 
developed with: Thales Alenia 
Space, Nexeya and Syrlinks.  
The constellation will be  
in orbit by 2021.
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THE PIONEER ARGOS SYSTEM: 
PUTTING US LIGHT YEARS AHEAD OF THE COMPETITION 

In the 1980s, CLS and CNES created the ARGOS system, laying the foundations 
for what would later become IoT. CLS used the ARGOS satellite system to track 
connected objects before GPS or Galileo even existed. As the world operator of 
the ARGOS location and data collection system, CLS’ provides Kineis with 40 years 
of experience in geo-location and data collection, four generations of technology 
development, and data processed from hundreds of thousands of beacons. Over 
all these years, CLS has helped scientists, governments, and manufacturers, as 
well as great outdoor adventurers. Thanks to this heritage, Kineis has the dual 
advantage of technological mastery and intimate knowledge of the needs of its 
users and markets. This double dose of expertise and experience have earned 
Kineis the confidence of its investors and customers. 

COMPLEMENTING GROUND- AND SPACE-BASED 
TELECOM PLAYERS

Kineis plans to work closely with terrestrial IoT operators, current satellite 
operators and connected object manufacturers. Kineis connectivity is positioned 
as an entry-level service for certain satellite operators and as a complement for 
terrestrial operators wishing to offer their customers worldwide coverage.

MAKING LOCATION AND DATA COLLECTION SERVICES 
MORE WIDELY AVAILABLE

With Kineis, CLS is revolutionising ARGOS and democratising a system that 
has enabled the history of animal migration to be rewritten, marine resources 
to be managed sustainably, piracy to be fought and the greatest ocean races 
to be followed. More efficient, easier and affordable, the unique and universal 
connectivity offered by Kineis will soon be widely available to the general public 
(outdoor leisure activities, boating, etc.) and the private sector (logistics, fishing, 
agriculture, etc.). Kineis will enable IoT use to make the impossible, possible.
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This double dose of expertise 
and experience have earned 
Kineis the confidence of its 
investors and customers. 

“With Kineis, French NewSpace is becoming a reality based on more than 50 
years of space success that can provide a competitive offer with high added 
value. Kineis has CNES’s unconditional backing to developp what will become 
soon a worldwide reference. A new opportunity for CNES to promote the 
development of the space industry and its excellence.”
-- Jean-Yves Le Gall, CNES President



KINÉIS

Kineis is an independent, private satellite operator, a connectivity provider and 
subsidiary of CLS. An emerging player in the New Space sector, the company 
proposes innovative global connectivity for the IoT domain. Kineis locates and 
collects data all over the globe in all conditions. The company aims to work closely 
with terrestrial IoT operators, current satellite operators and connected object 
manufacturers. It offers universal, simple, low-power, reliable connectivity at a 
cost accessible to as many people as possible. It is based on an innovative new 
satellite constellation of 20 nanosatellites custom developed for IoT by Thales 
Alenia Space, Nexeya and Syrlinks. The constellation will be orbited around 2021. 
It draws on the ARGOS system legacy of 40 years of experience in location and 
data collection.

CLS

CLS, a subsidiary of CNES, ARDIAN (an independent private investment 
company that manages and/or advises on $60 billion in assets) and IFREMER, 
is an international company that has been pioneering the provision of Earth 
observation and monitoring solutions since 1986. Its vision is to conceive and 
deploy satellite-based solutions to understand and protect our planet, and 
manage its resources in a sustainable way. CLS employs 700 people at its 
headquarters in Toulouse and 26 other sites around the world. The company 
operates in six strategic business sectors: sustainable fisheries management, 
environmental monitoring, maritime safety and security, fleet management, 
energy and mining, and space and ground systems. In particular, CLS provides 
satellite services based on the location and collection of environmental data 
(100,000 beacons and terminals processed each month, drifting buoys, animals, 
fishing and commercial fleets, etc.), observation of the oceans and inland waters 
(more than 20 instruments on board satellites provide daily information to CLS 
on the world’s seas and oceans), and monitoring of land and maritime activities 
(CLS processes nearly 10,000 radar images every year). The CLS Group achieved 
a turnover of more than €122 million in 2017, and plans to increase it to nearly 
€135 million in 2018. The Group has been growing strongly in recent years and has 
set itself ambitious objectives by breaking into new markets.

www.cls.fr

PRESS CONTACT
Amélie Proust Albrand
aproust@cls.fr
06 62 80 45 92

www.kineis.com

PRESS CONTACTS
KINEIS
Amélie Proust Albrand
aproust@cls.fr
06 62 80 45 92
AGENCE DE PRESSE VERBATEE
Valérie Sabineu
v.sabineu@verbatee.com
06 61 61 76 73
Jérôme Goaer
j.goaer@verbatee.com
06 61 61 79 34
COMMUNICATIONS SMART
Jacques Denavaut
j.denavaut@communications-smart.com
06 85 13 13 97
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CNES

The French Space Agency, CNES, is a public establishment of an industrial and 
commercial nature, responsible for proposing to the French Government then 
implementing a national space policy within Europe. As such, its task is to invent 
tomorrow’s space systems, bring space technologies to maturity and guarantee 
France’s independent access to space. CNES is a pivotal player in Europe’s space 
programme, and makes proposals on how France and Europe can remain leaders 
in the competitive world market. CNES also represents France as a member of 
the European Space Agency (ESA). It works closely with scientific and industrial 
partners with which it develops the space programmes it designs. It participates 
in numerous international cooperative projects, an indispensable requirement 
for any large-scale space policy. 

www.cnes.fr

PRESS CONTACTS
Raphaël Sart
raphael.sart@cnes.fr
01 44 76 74 51
Pascale Bresson
pascale.bresson@cnes.fr
01 44 76 75 39

www.thalesaleniaspace.com

PRESS CONTACTS
Sandrine Bielecki
sandrine.bielecki@thales 
aleniaspace.com
04 92 92 70 94
Chrystelle Dugimont
chrystelle.dugimont@thales 
aleniaspace.com
04 92 92 74 06
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www.nexeya.com

PRESS CONTACT
Amandine Delom
amandine.delom@nexeya.com
05 45 24 21 73
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